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BORDEAUX BLENDS THE GRAPES

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
To many wine enthusiasts, the first duty of a fine wine is that it should be made from Cabernet Sauvignon. It is this grape, more than
any other, that has established itself a reputation for giving wines of exceptional quality and longevity. Of course, in a subject as riven
with individual preferences as wine, many will proffer many alternatives to this title (Pinot Noir and Nebbiolo are perhaps the most viable
of all the contenders), but Cabernet’s legion of fans have much to back up their claims of superiority.
There are at least four major reasons why Cab has become a byword for quality throughout the world of wine.
First of all, it is the original ‘fine wine’ grape. When the idea of single estate fine wines was born, way back in the 1600s, it was a
Cabernet based wine called Chateau Haut Brion (referred to by Samuel Pepys in his diary as Ho’ Bryan) that took London’s high
society by storm. Other regions and countries began to produce wines that could compete, many from individual producers rather
than large ‘negociant’ houses, but in 1855 when Napoleon III demanded that the merchants of Bordeaux put together a hierarchy of
the finest properties in the Haut-Médoc, a legend was born. That legend continues to this day, with the finest and grandest chateaux
of Bordeaux (headed by the ‘first growths’) receiving global adulation for their wines. Global adulation that results in ever increasing
prices of course.....
Then there is the fact that it has been exported to every corner of the globe and, most importantly, managed to yield excellent wines
in many of its newfound homes. Cabernet Sauvignon is a hardy grapevine. The wood is hard and the skin of the fruit is thick, so it
performs very well in adverse conditions that can have a bigger impact on more fragile varieties. Of course, this doesn’t mean that it
will be great anywhere, but it does mean that in a wide variety of cultivatable areas Cabernet has proved a worthy planting. This wide
reach has, like the spread of the English language, made the ‘brand’ of Cabernet Sauvignon the most powerful of all red grapes.
Of course, this thick skin is useful for more than just minimising hail or frost damage and sunburn. It is choc full of tannins and
antioxidant polyphenols that, allied to high natural acidity, imbue Cabernet with an almost unrivalled ability to age. This isn’t true of any
old Cabernet, but when the best examples are stored correctly they can develop into fabulous wines.
And finally, this ability to age coupled with the intrinsic quality of the fruit can yield wines of wonderful complexity. There are many
grapes that just don’t have the raw materials to ever develop into something special. But Cabernet grown in a high performing region
will give wines that show layers of flavours, from fresh dark berries, cassis liqueur, cedar wood and vanilla, to smoke, dark minerals
and the forest floor.
Bordeaux’s ‘Left Bank’ is still the foremost region for growing Cabernet Sauvignon, but many other areas have emerged as important
to the grape’s reputation. California’s Napa Valley produces many world class wines from the variety, as do a host of other ‘New World’
areas like Coonawarra (in Australia), Stellenbosch (in South Africa) and the Colchagua Valley (in Chile). Back in the ‘Old World’ Italy has
had a lot of success with Cabernet in Tuscany, particularly in Bolgheri. Cab dominated wines like Sassicaia and Ornellaia are amongst
the finest examples of the grape in world.

THE GRAPES BORDEAUX BLENDS

MERLOT
“I am not drinking any fucking Merlot!”. Miles’ words (from Sideways), not ours, but a tone that is indicative of the anti-Merlot
bandwagon that has been rolling as a backlash to the fashion-led plantings of the grape during the 80s and early 90s. Merlot is in
fact neck and neck with Cabernet as the most planted red wine variety in the world, which is not surprising as these two are the most
common bedfellows in a ‘Bordeaux Blend’.
Merlot is quite a different beast to Cabernet. The grape itself has lower acidity than Cabernet and usually ripens to a couple of degrees
higher in alcohol. Its berries are larger and the skin is thinner, giving wines that may have less in terms of tannin and structure than
Cabernet but will often appear to be fruitier and juicier. This exuberant and forward character makes it very easy to approach early
in its life. That said, there are many examples of great Merlot from Bordeaux (anyone for Petrus?) that will age prodigiously and just
because it is full of plums and currants doesn’t mean that it is devoid of complexity. Many of the great St Emilions and Pomerols from
Bordeaux’s ‘Right Bank’ can claim a seat at the top table of fine wine.
Elsewhere, Merlot has found fame as a single varietal in the wines of Chile and California, but perhaps most importantly as a blending
partner or the main event in some of the ‘Super Tuscan’ wines from Italy. Ornellaia’s ‘Masseto’ and similar wines like ‘Messorio’ from Le
Macchiole and ‘Galatrona’ from Petrolo command massive prices and have collectors falling over themselves to secure an allocation.
It is planted widely across Italy and is now the predominant red grape in the Northern part of the country.

OTHER GRAPES
CABERNET FRANC
Cab Franc is actually one of Cab Sauvignon’s parents (along with Sauvignon Blanc). It is not seen too often outside of France, but in
the motherland it is an important variety that plays a leading role on Bordeaux’s right bank (particularly in St Emilion) and further north
in the Loire Valley, where is responsible for the classic wines of Chinon and Saumur-Champigny.
It is high in tannin and acidity (though not to the extent of Sauvignon for either) and gives a distinctive savoury, almost vegetal character
to the wines in which it features.
MALBEC
Argentina’s most famous wine export is also the major grape of the Cahors region to the south of Bordeaux, but plantings of it in
Bordeaux are now very small. In recent years it has begun to make a bit of a comeback with the Bordelais, as it can give a freshness
and violet perfume to the wines when used as part of a blend.
PETIT VERDOT
Almost never seen as a single varietal wine, Petit Verdot is a densely concentrated variety that brings an intense chocolate, liquorice
and floral perfume to a blend, but it is considered as seasoning rather than the meat of the dish. Rarely seen outside of Bordeaux.

BORDEAUX BLENDS WHY BLEND?

In the last thirty years there has been a growing prevalence of ‘varietal’ wines, a movement pioneered (at least in a marketing sense)
by wine producers in the new world. The traditional system of wine being commercialised on the basis of where it comes from (ie
Pauillac, Nuits-St-Georges, Chianti, Rioja etc) was challenged by a new approach - one that focuses on what the grapes are rather
than where they come from. This came about because the new world countries didn’t have the benefit of geographical brands with
hundreds of years of tradition behind them. The only ‘brands’ that they could use to sell their product were the name of the producer
and, more importantly, the name of the grape. It quickly became apparent that Cabernet Sauvignon sold. The same would prove to be
true of Merlot, Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc......the point is that the commerciality of these wines was strongest when the
message was simple. This is an Australian Shiraz. This is a New Zealand Sauvignon. Simple, and very very effective.
But what of blending? Well, in the majority of Europe’s classic regions (with some notable exceptions like Burgundy, Barolo and much
of the Loire Valley) there were often a number of grape varieties planted in the locality that had established themselves over centuries.
Most would focus on 2-5 different grapes but Chateauneuf-du-Pape would end up with 13 permitted varieties in its blend! The point
is that tradition dictated what a Chateauneuf tasted like and people liked it and bought it, or the bought something else. The fact that
it was a blend of different varieties was an intrinsic part of its unique character and what separated it from other wines. These different
varieties were planted there and had thrived because they complemented each other and, when they were brought together, they
created the correct balance through which to taste the terroir or character of a given place.
So what about Bordeaux? The Bordelais have always blended, and under the appellation statutes they are permitted to use 5 varieties
in their red wines and 3 in their whites. As it is the reds that we are discussing tonight we will focus on them, but just for the record the
white grapes are Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Muscadelle.
The major characters, as we have seen, are Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon with Merlot being the most widely planted grape across
the region. The left bank tends in most cases to focus on Cabernet as the gravel soils and coastal hills are ideal for bring the variety
to maximum ripeness. The right bank has much more clay in the soil, making drainage more difficult and therefore favouring Merlot
cultivation. Cabernet Franc performs better than Sauvignon in these soils and is therefore the Cabernet of choice on the right bank.
Plantings of Petit Verdot and Malbec are scattered across the region to be used as seasoning in the blends of many chateaux.
So what’s the benefit of blending? To an extent it is as if the grapes are members of a team. The Cabernet Sauvignon brings a purity
of dark fruit with structural components like robust tannins and bright acidity. Merlot adds a more luscious fruit character that is more
upfront in its nature. The wine is softer and rounder without the backbone of Cabernet, but will be more approachable early in its life.
Cabernet Franc can add a very savoury aspect to the flavour profile while bringing some of the structure of Cabernet, while Malbec
and particularly Petit Verdot can add acidity, concentration and an intense aromatic profile that will lift the blend but can be too much
(in the case of PV) if they are made as a single variety.
It is very rare to see all five varieties in the blend, but many chateaux have plantings of at least three and will use them to different
extents each year depending on the quality of fruit in each vintage. The desired style of the wine and the location of the chateau
will dictate what the blend is, but it is very rare to find a Bordeaux that is made solely from one variety. Pomerol is the most famous
exception, where properties like Petrus and Le Pin use 100% Merlot.

QUALITY REGIONS BORDEAUX BLENDS

BORDEAUX
Bordeaux
With 120’000 hectares under vine and over 10’000 chateaux making wine, Bordeaux is the largest fine wine producing region in the world. There
are a total of 57 appellations, ranging from generic ones like AOP Bordeaux and Bordeaux Superieur, to broad one like Graves and Haut-Médoc
and small high quality communes like Pauillac and Pomerol. The region is, broadly speaking, divided into two major sections, often referred to as
the ‘left bank’ and the ‘right bank’. The left bank, as the map illustrates, is usually taken to include the communes of the Médoc and Graves, with
Satuternes, Barsac and various satellite appellations included in a broader definition. The right bank is usually thought of as St Emilion, Pomerol
and the satellite appellations. To a lesser extent it also includes the Côtes Bourg and Blaye.
In addition to the classifications for the Haut-Médoc, Graves and St Emilion, Bordeaux also has a designation called Cru Bourgeois (243 properties
in 2008), but this classification that has a troubled history full of legal battles!
Pessac-Léognan (1435ha)
Pessac is the most famed part of the region known as ‘Graves’ and is most likely the place where vines were first planted in the region. It is also
home to Haut-Brion, the first of Bordeaux’s single estate wines to be marketed as such, although close neighbour Pape-Clément was already a
single estate at this time, owned by the church. Pessac’s terroir, as is the case with much of this part of Bordeaux is dominated by gravelly soils
on a base of sand and clay that give the wines their renowned minerality. In the reds, Merlot and Cabernet tend to be blended in often equal parts
but the area is also well known for its fantastic white wines make with Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon. Since 1953 there has been a separate
classification of Cru Classé de Graves, where the top 16 estates are noted for their production of red and/or white wines.
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Sauternes & Barsac (1767ha - 465ha of which is Barsac)
While this part of France has a number of appellations specialising in sweet white wines made from Semillon (with some Sauvignon and Muscadelle)
such as Cadillac, Monbazillac, Loupiac etc, it is Sauternes and Barsac that are renowned as the best. The wines are at their finest when the vintage
conditions encourage the onset of Botrytis Cinerea (known as noble rot), giving them an extra dimension of luscious sweetness and complexity.
The terroir in this part of Bordeaux is, again, gravel dominated on a bed of limestone and clay and many of the best properties have vineyards at
relatively high elevations. The finest estates, with Chateau d’Yquem at the top of the tree, are organised into a classification of three categories.
Margaux (1489ha)
The first of the great communes as you head north out of the city, Margaux is famed for the luxurious texture and intense perfume of its wines.
The most famous estate of the appellation is the first growth namesake Chateau Margaux, but there are many other excellent properties here - as
well as a few perennial underperformers. As with most of the Haut-Médoc, Cabernet Sauvignon tends to be the dominant partner in the blend with
Merlot and to a lesser extent Petit Verdot and Malbec making up the difference. The terroir is predominantly alluvial gravel on a bed of limestone.
The fact that Margaux is further south than the other communes of the Haut-Médoc gives it a slightly different local micro-climate and in some
vintages the results can differ from the others. A case in point was the ‘82 and ‘83 vintages - the first being excellent most places but slightly less
excellent in Margaux, the latter a let down in many appellations but a great year in Margaux.
St Julien (920ha)
Famed for feminine wines of silky texture but great concentration, St Julien has no Grand Crus but is the home of five second growths. St Julien’s
gravel is distinguished by relatively large gravel stones on a clay rich limestone base. This is ideal for growing Cabernet Sauvignon, which almost
always provides the main component of the blend, with Merlot and a touch of Cabenet Franc making up the rest.
There is a precision and elegance about the wines of this commune that enrapture many and the fact that no first growths are here may be part
of the reason that many wines offer, relatively speaking, good value. The northerm part of the commune used to be the Léoville estate, which is
now divided into three separate chateaux.
Pauillac (1212ha)
Perhaps the most distinguished of the Médoc’s communes, Pauillac is renowned for full, rich but elegant wines that have density of fruit and
excellent structure. With three first growths and a number of other high profile estates lower down the classification (80% of the appellation is Cru
Classé), the wines are usually dominated by Cabernet Sauvignon, which accounts for 65% of the commune’s plantings. The wines are almost
always well structured with excellent tannins, making them some of the most long lived wines of Bordeaux. The commune is famed for its gravel
mounds near the coastline, where the drainage is excellent and the soil so poor that nothing will grow there except grapevines!
St Estèphe (1214ha)
The furthest north of the Haut Médoc communes is St Estephe, which tends to produce wines that are densely structured and very robust. The
best examples also have enough fruit and complexity to offset the tannins, but in some years at some properties this can be revealed as the most
‘rustic’ of the top appellations. This structure is further enhanced by the clay rich soils and the fact that it is cooler and more exposed this far north.
Like St Julien, there is no first growth in St Estephe, but in Montrose and Cos d’Estournel they have two of the very best ‘Super Seconds’.
St Emilion (5479ha)
The beautiful town of St Emilion (a UNESCO world heritage site) is surrounded by vineyards that are predominantly planted to Merlot (60%) but
also feature more Cabernet Franc (30%) than most communes. To the north of the appellation, close to the border with Pomerol, the landscape
is dotted by five gravelly mounds that are home to Figeac and Cheval Blanc. These sites are very suitable for Cabernet production and therefore
Figeac has more Sauvignon than most and Cheval has more Franc than most. Merlot is still the main event though, at almost every other property.
Most of the quality producers are in the north or on the plateau, which has limestone and clay soils. These chateaux are divided into a range of sub
appellations, including those properties classed as Cru Classé (68) and many others granted the Grand Cru appellation.
Pomerol (804ha)
The smallest of all the major quality focused appellations, Pomerol is also home to a number of small estates that produce some of the world’s
most sought after and expensive wines. In terms of terroir, the commune is split broadly in two, with the highest quality coming from the heavier
clay based soils to the west, with iron deposits in the very best areas (such as Petrus) giving long lasting wines of phenomenal density. The east of
the appellation is dominated by more sandy soils that give lighter and less complex wines, although these have no difficulty selling due to the high
value attached to the name Pomerol. None of the estates in Pomerol are part of an official classification.
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Bolgheri (960 ha)
Today there are 45 wine producers in the Bolgheri zone, 33 of which
have joined together to form the ‘Consorzio per la Tutela dei Vini Bolgheri
DOC’. This organisation was founded to bring together growers, wine
producers and bottlers in order to protect the reputation of the 960
hectares of land within the boundaries of Bolgheri. They work alongside
the universities to further research and analysis of the territory and with
the legislators to make sure the D.O.C zone is properly managed. The
result is a thriving wine community headed, of course, by Tenuta San
Guido, who were granted their own sub-section of the D.O.C, called
simply ‘Bolgheri Sassicaia’.
Geologically the hills of Bolgheri are rich in minerals and form an
amphitheatre that is ideally positioned to take advantage of the
climatically moderating influence of the sea. The terroir is a rich mix of
stony, alluvial solid that are ideal for Cabernet and clay rich sandy soil
that is great for platings of Merlot. The soil composition varies greatly
throughout the region but one constant is the chain of hills that runs from
Bibbona to Castagneto, creating a protective barrier that shelters the
region from the cold northerly winds during the winter.
Wines like Sassicaia, Ornellaia, Masseto, Lupicaia and Messorio are
among the world’s best examples of Bordeaux blends.
The rest of Italy
There are plenty of Bordeaux varieties planted elsewhere in Italy, and Tuscany has a well documented history of them throughout the region - the
whole ‘Super Tuscan’ movement started in Chianti and Brunello was embroiled in a major scandal after the 2003 vintage when it was discovered
that wine makers had been blending Cabernet Sauvignon into their wines. In terms of Bordeaux blends though, they become a rarity outside of
Bolgheri. Northern Italy has lots of Merlot planted but it is a bit too cold for Cabernet to ripen properly, so the wines tend to be from single varietals.

USA
The New World’s spiritual home in terms of Bordeaux blends is undoubtedly California
and more specifically the Napa Valley. It was wines from this region that were entered
into the famous ‘judgement of Paris’ tasting that has since spawned countless books
and a Hollywood move - it basically pitted the best Bordeaux wines vs the best of
Napa, tasted blind by the great and the good of France’s wine industry back in 1976.
When Stag’s Leap won the red tasting and Montelena won the white (Chardonnays),
New World wines were launched into the public consciousness with new found
credibility. It prompted a raft of plantings over the next generation and now there are
even famous names from Bordeaux that own Californian projects making wine from
Cabernet and Merlot.
The finest spots for the Bordeaux varieties are clustered in Napa and the Bay area,
particularly in places like Stag’s Leap, Oakville, Santa Cruz, Howell Mountain and
Rutherford. There are too many great wines to mention, but wineries like Ridge, SLWC,
Heitz, Araujo, Rudd Estate and Schafer have become world famous. Then there are
innumerable ‘cult’ wineries like Screaming Eagle, making wines at insane prices.
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AUSTRALIA
While California decided early to follow the Bordeaux varietals route, the Aussies put more of
their eggs in the Shiraz basket. Not a bad move as it happened, as the baking hot weather in
many regions was ideally suited to the Rhone Valley varieties rather than the Bordelais - Cab
and Merlot like it warm, but if it gets too hot the many of their nuances can be lost. Australia
is a country of contrasts though, and is not all about 40 degree heat. A couple of cooler
regions have made the Bordeaux varieties their speciality.
Coonawarra
Much further south than the Barossa Valley and therefore benefitting from a much cooler
and longer growing season, Coonawarra is famous for its rich red soil (known as Terra
Rossa). Cabernet grows superbly here and can often take on a really distinctive minty
character, something that many wine makers point to as proof of Australian ‘terroir’.
Margaret River
‘Margy’, as it is affectionately known, is home to Australia’s best Bordeaux blends. Out on its own as a wine region, it benefits from the significant
cooling effect of the coastal breezes but is still hot enough to bring Cabernet to full ripeness. There are a number of great wine estates in Margy,
including famous names like Cullen, Moss Wood and Cape Mentelle.

CHILE
The Chilean wine revolution took place during the 80s and 90s and their phenomenal commercial
success was based on them making cheap, good quality wines from the Bordeaux varieties. Chilean
Merlot and Chilean Cabernet became common sights on supermarket shelves and before long the
better producers were making ‘Icon’ wines from their best parcels and oldest vines. The Chileans also
discovered that some of what they thought to be Merlot was in fact the forgotten Bordeaux grape
Carmenere - something which has since gone on to become something of a national speciality.
The climate and conditions in Chile are just about perfect for growing luscious grapes that give wines full
of fruit. The protection (from wind and rain) of the Andes mountains and the high altitude of the vineyards
allows for maximum hang time on the vine, so ripeness is never a problem. Whether the vines have to
struggle enough to make wines of the highest quality is debatable, but there are more and more high end
wines coming out of Chile that would dispute this claim.
The most interesting regions for Bordeaux varieties are Maipo and Rapel, with areas like Colchagua and
particularly Apalta producing wines of depth and complexity. Producers like Montes, Von Siebenthal and
even Concha Y Toro with their legendary Don Melchor are leading the way.

SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa has been producing wine for hundreds of years, but it is only in the postapartheid era that there has been an upsurge in quality minded small wine estates
- many of which specialise in making wines from the Bordeaux varietals. There is
often a lot of criticism thrown at South Africa’s wines, with ‘burnt rubber’ being a
common tasting note when discussing the country’s Merlot and Cabernet. This has
been overcome by a number of high quality producers, particularly in Stellenbosch,
the most prestigious region for making Bordeaux blends.
Many of the best producers in the region, the likes of Meerlust, Hartenberg and
Rustenberg, have been there for hundreds of years and consistently make excellent
wines.

VINTAGES & MATURITY BORDEAUX BLENDS
VINTAGES
Once wine geeks have got to grips with all of the basics, one of the first sets of details that they embark upon learning are the differences between
vintages for a given region. No two years in any wine region will be identical and, in the more marginal climates, a wonderful summer can be
followed by a washout. These differences can have a marked influence on the quality of the harvest - Burgundy followed a pretty lousy 2004 with
the show-stopping 2005 vintage and the resulting wines are hugely different in both flavour and ageing potential. Of course, it is not the case that
vintages are vitally important everywhere. In many ‘stable’ (and invariably hotter) climates the conditions will be close to identical year on year and
this can be seen in the similarity between each vintage of a producer’s wines. So, know your region and then know your vintages - especially if
you plan on keeping that case of wine for twenty years!
A vintage’s characteristics will depend on the weather conditions of that year. Was the summer unusually cold like 2007 in Bordeaux or scorching
hot like 2003 in many parts of Europe? Did it rain much? What was the weather like during the critical stages of vine’s growth? These are some
of the questions which need answering if you are to understand the quality of a vintage, but these information alone won’t be much help unless
you relate them to a specific terroir and grape variety. A gravely Cabernet vineyard for instance won’t suffer too much even in the rainiest of years
as excess water will just be washed away. Clay soils on the other hand with their limited drainage capacity would undoubtedly struggle in these
conditions but they would definitely take the upper hand in drought years as they have much better water holding capacities.
Grape varieties will also react very differently to weather conditions depending on their physiological properties but also their own individual rhythm.
Pinot Noir is notoriously famous for being a difficult grape to grow, its thin skin making it extremely sensitive to sunburn although wet conditions
are not good either - its tight bunches make it far too difficult for the grapes to dry up and far too easy for malicious fungus to spread through
the vineyards. Pinot is also prone to dilution in wet years, as it needs a lower pulp/solid ratio in order to produce concentrated wines. Cabernet
Sauvignon on the other hand is much better equipped for both thanks to its loose bunches and thicker skin and therefore tends to vary a bit less
in quality, year on year.
It can be quite hard to generalise about the quality of a vintage, even for a small region, as quality will vary from producer to producer depending on
their terroir, but also the type of grape varieties they grow and the skills and resources of the winegrower. Wine critics do however publish vintage
charts where they score the vintage for each individual wine region which, even though they can be extremely useful, generally struggle to reflect
the intricacies and nuances of the vintage. First of all it is quite possible for a given winegrower to outperform the vintage and produce excellent
wines in a poor vintage, be it thanks to the quality of the terroir or his relentless work in both vineyards and cellars. Secondly scores tend to relate
to vintages in terms of overall quality, leaving apart their individual character. Left bank Bordeaux 2001 for instance is a lighter vintage than 2000
and was given lower scores by the critics because it lacks ageing potential and is not as concentrated, but the wines are beautifully pure, balanced
and elegant compared to the muscular and tannic 2000s. Most of them have also reached their peak now and while the best 2000s will need a
further 10 years cellaring to open up, the 2001s are absolutely delicious right now. If I had the choice between drinking one of the two tonight, I
know which one I’d go for.

MATURITY
Three main changes happen as wine ages. First the bright, pure fruit aromas of its youth slowly change into softer and then cooked or stewed
fruit. These aromas fade into the background, leaving space for new scents and flavours to develop. As this happens, intricate reactions take place
between acids, sugars, alcohols and polyphenols; they combine to create new aroma and flavour compounds and ultimately change the scent of
the wine. The bouquet becomes increasingly complex with the development of ‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ aromas such as earth, leather, minerals,
truffle, cedar... Finally the tannins present in red wines soften and become silky smooth, contributing to better more agreeable mouthfeel.
The best wine has a lifespan, made up of stages which blend into one another, as it mellows from its brash youth into harmonious maturity, then
begins a slow and graceful decline. Old wine is fascinating. Not only is it a link to the past – the work of a particular person in a particular year
in a particular place – but it tells us about that time in the light of its age. It is not the same as when it was first bottled, but its beauty lies in the
way it allows us a fleeting glimpse back through the years. Would you rather stand in a ruined Greek temple or a modern reconstruction? The
pleasure of an old wine is in its gentle power to evoke the past through its age, and in the best examples there is a seamless integration between
its components that only the passing of time can bring about.
So how do you know when it is the right time to drink a particular wine? A lot of it is down to personal preference, as some people love the
concentrated, primary nature of a wine in the flush of youth, whereas others are intrigued by the delicate nuances and complexities brought about
by maturity. Even if the wine is past it, there is usually (or hopefully!) something of interest there. But ideally, of course, you catch a wine at just the
right moment. This is when everything is in balance. The tannins have softened to produce a pleasant mouthfeel; the intensely fruited character of
its youth has developed into a complex bouquet; the acidity is present but balanced by a sweetness and intensity of flavour and the finish is long
and lingering. But how do you know when this moment has arrived? Much depends on what the wine is, which vintage it is from and how the wine
has been stored - two bottles of the same wine but from a different source can be found to have aged at a vastly different rate.

